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If your baby is on a neonatal unit or has recently gone 
home, Little Bliss is for you. It’s full of parents’ stories  
and practical information to support you, however long 
your baby spends in neonatal care. 

If this is the first time you’ve heard of Bliss, why not  
visit bliss.org.uk to see what information and support  
we offer?   

Bliss’ information and Little Bliss magazine are available thanks to regular 
donations from generous supporters. If you support Bliss in this way, or any 
other way, thank you.

Bliss is the leading UK charity for babies born premature or sick. We were 
founded in 1979 and we exist to give babies the best chance of survival  
and quality of life by:

bliss.org.uk 

Welcome to Little Bliss

About Bliss

Caroline Lee-Davey
Chief Executive

Funding research that can tangibly improve care for babies born 
premature or sick.

Supporting parents to be as involved as possible in care and  
decision-making for their babies when they are in neonatal care. 

Supporting neonatal professionals to deliver high  
quality care and involve parents actively in their babies’ care.

Placing premature and sick babies’ voices at the heart of  
decision-making to ensure that their best interests are always put first.
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We have a range of information for parents who have 
a baby in neonatal care or are caring for a baby born 
premature or sick at home. 

Bliss information for parents

Procedures and 
medical conditions

Weaning your premature baby

About neonatal care

Being involved in your baby’s 
care (family-centred care)
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Darcie had a wonderful first day with her family

“Positive about  
the future –  

no matter  
what it holds”

When Sophie gave birth to her 
daughter Darcie at 38 weeks 
everything appeared fine and  
they enjoyed their first moments 
together as a family. It wasn’t until 
Darcie began having seizures that 
they realised something was wrong. 
Here Sophie shares her story.

“Born at full term, Darcie and I had 
a wonderful first day together. She 
weighed a good 6lb 11oz and was  
put into a heated incubator to help 
regulate her temperature.

“That evening, things drastically 
changed. After my partner Nick 
went home, Darcie started to  



become unwell. She was struggling 
to latch on and wouldn’t feed. Her 
heel prick test – a type of blood test 
performed on newborns – kept coming 
back as low. The midwives tried to help 
me to feed her, topping up the feed 
with formula from a cup. She started  
to make a strange jerking motion with 
her legs and the midwifes agreed that 
this was unusual.”

The following morning, a midwife took 
Darcie and Sophie to the neonatal unit. 
Sophie showed the consultant a video 
of Darcie’s leg movements. When Nick 
arrived at the hospital, Darcie was 
being admitted to the neonatal unit  
to be monitored.

“Nick and I went back to the maternity 
ward to await news. The consultant 
came to see us and explained that the 
leg movements were being caused 
by neonatal seizures and that Darcie 
would have to stay in the NICU.

“When we were finally reunited with her, 
she had wires attached to her scalp 
and chest and cannulas in her hands 

and feet. It was so overwhelming to 
see our little girl like that and terrifying  
to know that she was so sick.”

Darcie needed an MRI (a detailed 
scan of the inside of her body), head 
ultrasound (brain scan) and lumbar 
puncture (procedure to remove a 
sample of fluid from her spine) to 
rule out infection. Her seizures were 
monitored via an EEG machine that 
records brain activity.

“When the results of all the tests came 
back, we were heartbroken. Darcie 
was showing signs of infection in her 
blood and around her brain. It was 
suspected meningitis and sepsis. We 
were devastated. We didn’t know what 
was going to happen to our baby and 

Darcie was taken to the NICU

“The leg movements 
were being caused 
by neonatal seizures. 
Darcie would have  
to stay in the NICU”

Staff rallied around the family to support them
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knew that the diagnosis put her life  
in danger. There is nothing worse  
than thinking you are going to lose 
your baby.”

The results from the MRI showed that 
the seizures caused a lack of oxygen 
to Darcie’s brain, resulting in a small 
amount of brain damage. There was 
no way to predict how this might affect 
her in future.

“After four days on the NICU, Darcie’s 
seizures stopped. Her brain activity 
returned to normal and she was 
maintaining her temperature. She  
had been nil by mouth for four days, 
and I was now finally allowed to 
syringe-feed her.

“The following day, Darcie opened her 
eyes for the first time since she’d been 
admitted. We were allowed to give her

kangaroo care; holding her again was 
the best feeling in the world. 

“I began to feel less scared of and more 
comforted by the wires attached to her 

– all the equipment was there to help 
our daughter get better. Because I work 
at a pharmacy, I understood Darcie’s 
drugs and felt confident knowing that 
everything was working together to 
make sure she would be OK. 

“When Darcie was eight days old, 
we were transferred to transitional 
care (where parents and babies stay 
together in hospital). I began to have 
bad anxiety about Darcie having 
another seizure and the staff helped 
me overcome my worries and fears. 
They were so supportive.

“There is nothing worse 
than thinking you are 
going to lose your baby”

Darcie spent 12 days in hospital Darcie enjoying being at home

Staff rallied around the family to support them

“Holding Darcie again 
was the best feeling in 
the world”



“Darcie was sent home after 12 days in 
hospital and it was difficult to adjust at 
first. I would watch her sleep to make 
sure she wasn’t moving abnormally.” 

After four months at home, all of 
Darcie’s medication was stopped. Her 
first medicine-free day was Christmas 
Day and it was the best present Sophie 
and Nick could have received. 

“We still worry about the unknown effect 
of Darcie’s brain damage and what it 
might mean for her future. When I think 
about it too much, I try and remember 
something a lovely nurse told me whilst 
we were on the unit: ‘The damage 
could just be the difference between 
Darcie becoming a doctor or a rocket 
scientist’. These words of comfort will 
always stick with me and help me to 
put things into perspective.

“We cannot thank the NICU staff 
enough for everything they did to save 
our baby. We’d also like to thank Bliss 
for providing so many different  
stories for us to read whilst we were  
on the unit. I think reading the struggles 
and successes of other parents really 
helped us to get through such a difficult 
time and we felt less alone.

“The neonatal unit can be a daunting 
place. Take any and all support offered 
to you by those around you. You don’t 
need to handle everything  
on your own.”

Did you know, over 60% of babies 
in neonatal care are born full term 
but sick? But stories about full-term 
babies are underrepresented in  
Little Bliss magazine. If you’d like  
to share your story with us please 
email media@bliss.org.uk 

Darcie at seven months old All smiles now

“The staff helped me 
overcome my worries 
and fears. They were  
so supportive”



Little Lights is back
Shine bright this World Prematurity Day  

by taking part in a lantern-lit walk for Bliss

For all the details visit bliss.org.uk/littlelights 

 “It was an incredible 

experience with so many 

families and children on 

the walk.  It was really 

emotional but one of the 

best things I have ever 

witnessed” - Cristina, 

proud Little Lights Walker
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Every issue we follow the remarkable and often miraculous journey of a 
baby born premature or sick. In this issue we meet Sara, who was born  
at 32 weeks.

Look at them now

Sara required respiratory and feeding support 
because she didn’t have a sucking reflex. Her 
mum, Samar, said: “It was difficult to see her 
becoming frail due to weight loss.”

First few days

After one month on the neonatal unit Sara  
was able to go home. Samar was happy  
but felt anxious to take her home.

Going 
home

Birth

Sara was born at St Thomas’ Hospital.  
She was 32 weeks gestation and  
weighed 1.2kg.

The 
first month

Sara was transferred to her local hospital. 

Slowly she began to gain weight and was 

able to keep her food down.
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Sara also won 
our competition 

last year to 
design the Bliss 

Christmas card! 

You can buy the 

cards at 
shop.bliss.org.uk

Sara’s parents were apprehensive for her to start 
school but also very proud. Sara adjusted to 
school from day one and progressed well despite 
only having started to speak at three years old. 

Sara became a big sister 

Sara 
at  
six 
years 
old

Sara enjoys school life, music and dancing, travelling 

and, most of all, being a big sister to her twin brother 

and sister!

Sara at 
three  
and  
a half  
years  
old 

Sadly, Sara had severe bronchiolitis  
and spent her first birthday in hospital.

First 
birthday 

Sara is doing brilliantly at school. Her 
teacher said: “She is kind and caring  
and a keen learner who faces new 
challenges head-on.”

Samar said: “Sara has developed into 
a precocious six-year-old and we feel 
extremely blessed and proud to have 
her in our lives.”
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Alex and his wife, Charlotte, were 
over the moon when they found 
out they were having triplets. The 
couple were optimistic about their 
future but knew that having three 
babies was going to be a challenge.

“It took three years of trying before my 
wife and I had our son, Henry. Soon 
after he was born, we decided to try for 
another but after two years we weren’t 
having any success. We decided to 
have IVF treatment in September 2016 
which to our immense joy worked 
straight away.

Florence, Annabella and Lottie

Three times the fun
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“At the eight week scan, we found out 
that Charlotte was pregnant with not 
one but three babies. We were thrilled 
but we knew there was a chance that 
not all the babies would make it to the 
end of the pregnancy and that being 
pregnant with multiples could have a 
number of complications. We decided 
not to start buying anything until the 
New Year.

“When Charlotte reached the end of her 
first trimester we started planning for 
the future. Having four children under 
five years old would require a financial 
plan so I took a close look at our 
savings, car, sleeping arrangements 
and lifestyle.”

Sadly, Charlotte’s pregnancy was full 
of complications. She had a large 
bleed at 20 weeks and Alex called an 

ambulance straight away. Fortunately, 
everything was OK but Alex said:  

“I felt on edge for the remainder of  
the pregnancy.”

Doctors then discovered there was 
insufficient fluid around the sac with 
the identical twins in and the singleton 
was not growing properly, so a 
c-section was scheduled at 34 weeks. 

The family made it to that mark and 
delivery went smoothly but Charlotte 
had a negative reaction to one of the 
drugs and had to remain in hospital for 
ten days. The babies, Lottie, Annabella 
and Florence, were whisked off to the 
neonatal unit. 

“Not being able to meet the girls until 
hours after delivery was hard on us 
both; Charlotte felt especially separate 
from them. The day was incredibly 
hard for me because I was worried 

The triplets needed time to feed and grow The girls enjoy time at home

“Not being able to meet 
the girls until hours after 
delivery was hard”

“When I first went into 
the neonatal unit I felt 
very uncertain of what  
to do and how to act”
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about my wife, my newborn daughters 
and about our son who was at home.

“When I first went into the neonatal unit 
I felt very uncertain of what to do and 
how to act. I was scared to touch the 
girls as they were so tiny.”

All three girls were in incubators and 
needed oxygen support and treatment 
for jaundice. Annabella and Florence 
were able to come off oxygen later  
that day but Lottie needed support  
for about a week. 

“We took Henry to meet his sisters  
when they were three days old. It was 
the most beautiful thing I had ever 
seen – he was so gentle and bonded 
with them straight away. You could tell 
he was chuffed to be a big brother.”

Thankfully the triplets had no major 
medical complications and just  
needed time to feed and grow.  

Alex and Charlotte were able to take 
all three of their daughters home when 
they were two weeks old. 

“Although we were over the moon  
to be going home, saying goodbye  
to the staff was really difficult. One 
consultant who had triplets himself 
gave us a great pep talk on how to 
take care of three babies at once  
and all the staff had taught us how  
to find our feet with parenting. Our  
time in neonatal care had meant  
we were able to watch first-hand 
what to do and was a really positive 
experience for us.”

Having been through this experience, 
Alex says: “If you are in neonatal care, 
don’t feel bad about being where  
you are. The unit has everything that it 
needs to help take care of your baby – 

“We took Henry to  
meet his sisters…it was 
the most beautiful thing  
I had ever seen”

“Bliss are there to 
support you too”

Sister bonding time Henry is overjoyed to have three sisters



you are in the right place. Try and give 
yourself a break and rest so that you 
can support your baby.

“Also, share what you are going 
through with those around you – you’ll 
be surprised about how many people 
can relate. You’ll have days when it is 
really difficult and overwhelming and 
talking about what’s going on can help. 
Organisations like Bliss are also there 
to support you.”

Sharing on social media is now a 
big part of Alex’s life. He set up an 
Instagram account documenting  
the girls’ lives which has attracted  
more than 91,000 followers.

“Instagram is a great platform for me 
to connect with other parents and seek 
advice. My wife also runs her own 
page and knowing so many people  
are watching motivates us to be the 
best parents we can be.

“On paper, everything is impossible  
with three babies but we have learnt 
we can do it and do it with a smile on 
our faces.”

This year, Alex ran the Brighton 
Marathon for Bliss. He said: “I think it 
is really important to help parents in 
neonatal care. I know we were lucky 
and that I could have easily needed the 
support Bliss provides. By fundraising, 
I hope that more families can have 
outcomes like ours.”

Alex can be found on Instagram 
(@daddy_to_triplet_girls) along with 
Charlotte (@mumma_to_triplet_girls) 
and Bliss (@blisscharity).

“The unit has everything 
it needs to help take 
care of your baby – you 
are in the right place”

Enjoying the sunshineProud of their girls
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Order at bliss.org.uk/baby-cards
With thanks to our supporters whose donations make it possible to 
provide these cards free to families with a baby in neonatal care.

For information and support from Bliss call 0808 801 0322  
or email hello@bliss.org.uk

Today I 
weigh

............

Each card is 150 x 105mm, is laminated for wipe-
clean infection control and includes a space on 
the back for you to record your memories.

10 beautiful cards  
in each pack:
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Free Bliss Baby Cards
Celebrate each milestone in your 
baby’s neonatal journey

Bliss cards Artwork4.indd   1 12/05/2018   08:25:43
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Simone’s mental health was 
profoundly affected by her son’s 
premature birth and stay on the 
neonatal unit. In this excerpt from 
her story she shares an honest 
account of what she went through.
For the full story visit  
bliss.org.uk/simones-story

“At 28 weeks my waters broke and I 
called my family in a state of shock.”  

Simone was told that her baby was 
about to be delivered but they would 
have to take him to the neonatal unit 
very quickly. 

 

Heartbreak and healing 

Simone cherishes her son, Terrell 
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“I couldn’t process what they were 
saying to me. The pain was so much 
and I felt so vulnerable. I’d had no 
antenatal classes, no baby shower,  
no preparation at all for this moment.”

Her son, Terrell, was born and the 
doctors held him up before taking  
him to the neonatal unit.

“I told them to take him away from me 
because I was scared to get attached 
to him. When I think back on that 
moment I feel guilty and disappointed 
in myself. I’ve felt the need to 
overcompensate every day since.”

Simone was taken to the postnatal 
ward where she was surrounded by 
parents with new babies. “The energy 
was very positive but I only had a teddy 
to hold and an empty cot next to me.  

I put the teddy in the cot and tied a
balloon to the end so I felt like I had 
Terrell with me spiritually.” 

When Simone visited Terrell in the 
neonatal unit she wanted to be 
involved in his care. 

“I knew I could get involved because 
I saw another mum do it. I asked 
lots of questions and learnt what the 
machines did. By day two I could open 
the incubator and touch Terrell’s leg. 
Feeling his skin on my fingers made 
me feel like he was mine. I realised I 
was more important than the nurses. 
Terrell was my baby.

“On day three his eye mask came off 
and I could see that he looked like me.  
I was feeling stronger and I knew Terrell 
was who I needed to be strong for.”

Terrell needed oxygen support but  
had no other medical complications – 
he needed to feed and grow. 

“As time went on I didn’t want to  
leave Terrell so I created a home  

“I realised I was more 
important than the 
nurses. Terrell was  
my baby”

Terrell at two weeks oldTerrell needed intensive care
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for myself in the postnatal ward. The 
nurses called the psychological team 
and encouraged me to leave. I didn’t 
want to leave during the day because  
I wouldn’t get to walk down the steps 
of the hospital with my new baby, like 
I’d imagined. Instead I discharged 
myself at night and I stood looking 
back at the hospital crying.

“I arrived at my mums sobbing.  
She hugged me tight and simply  
said ‘I know’. This was the first part  
of my healing.”

Simone rested and went back to 
the hospital in fresh clothes, feeling 
stronger. “I had my make-up on, I 
wasn’t wearing a hospital gown and 
I was showing my son who his mum 
really was.” 

She got into a routine on the unit  
and had her first cuddle with Terrell  
on Christmas Day. “For the first time  
we were unified, we were a team  
and the incubator wasn’t a barrier 
between us.”

Simone then got to room-in with Terrell 
for two nights before going home. 

“My sister picked me up from the 
hospital. When I got home everyone 
wanted to hold Terrell because the 
hospital’s winter policy meant no  
one could visit him except me. But  
with everyone touching him I felt  
really protective.”

Unfortunately Simone became anxious 
about her son’s health. She continued 
to worry about people touching him 
and her mental health declined again. 

“I was in overprotective mode and I 
didn’t know how to get out of it. I felt 
OK if I had something to remind me 
of the hospital but when I didn’t I felt 
vulnerable. I felt that people didn’t 
understand the anxiety I was trying  
to control. 

“I couldn’t process what 
they were saying…I felt 
so vulnerable”

Celebrating milestonesTerrell came home at 37 weeks
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“I was depressed. I knew I needed  
a support network, so I found some 
forums and started to tell people  
what I was going through. I read,  
I cried and realised some of what  
I was feeling was normal. 

“When I was on a unit I met a Bliss 
volunteer and I read Bliss’ booklets.  
I remember Bliss’ tranquil turquoise 
colour and it became recognisable 
as part of my healing. No one else 
understood where I’d been.”

This support helped Simone to look 
back on her experience differently. 
Terrell is now two and a half years  
old and she has healed significantly. 

“This memory is locked inside me  
but I’ve become appreciative of it.  
I no longer feel guilt, shock and  
denial. It still triggers an element 
of painful realisation but I’ve learnt 
to accept it. It’s balanced out by 
happiness now.”

Simone is now giving her time  
to support families on her local 
neonatal unit as a Bliss volunteer. 

“Now that I’m not going through it  
any more I am able to look back on my 
experience and find the motivation to 
do something. I wanted to get involved 
with Bliss and there was an opening 
at my local hospital – it felt like a sign. 
Now I hope to help support parents 
with this experience and do it for the 
best cause ever.” 

If you have been affected by this 
story call our helpline on 0808 801 
0322 or email hello@bliss.org.uk

“Bliss’ tranquil colour 
became recognisable  
as part of my healing”

Bliss will soon be releasing a 
podcast focusing on mental 
health. Like our social media 
pages and check bliss.org.uk 
for updates. 

Proud of their progressHappy and healthy
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“Rest. You need  
to look after yourself  

so you can look  
after your baby.” 

Jess and Dave 

Parent-to-parent:
looking after 
yourself in 
neonatal care 
For many parents having a baby 
in neonatal care is sudden and 
unexpected. This can be very 
challenging and can impact your 
mental health. Here, parents share 
their tips on what helped them take 
care of themselves when their baby 
was in hospital.

Jess and Dave say: “Take each day a 
step at a time. It feels never-ending but 
there is light at the end of the tunnel – 
you are not alone!”

Claire says: “Keep a diary.  
Mine included everything medical that 
was going on with my son. It helped me 
feel a bit more in control.”

Sophie says: “Try and form a routine – 
my husband and I timed our arrival at 
the unit so we were always there to do 
feeds, cares and changes.”

Pippa says: “Don’t be afraid to say 
you’re scared. I didn’t vocalise my 
fears and it caused me more pain – 
eventually they all erupted.”

Rosie says: “Ask questions – no 
question is a silly one. Sometimes 
everything felt very overwhelming so 
I would write down key questions I 
wanted the answer to.”

If you’d like support looking 
after your mental health we 
recommend speaking to  
your GP.

You can also contact us to  
discuss how you’re feeling  
and ask questions. Call or  
email the Bliss helpline on  
0808 801 0322 or  
hello@bliss.org.uk

“Take regular 
breaks, sit outside  
and ring a friend” 

Sophie
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You asked, 
we answered
I’ve just arrived on  
the unit – how do  
I find my feet?
One of the most confusing and 
worrying times can be when you  
first arrive on a neonatal unit.
That’s why we have created new 
information to answer some of  
your questions and to help you  
find your way. Below is an extract 
from our information resource 
About neonatal care. 

Levels of care
It might not be clear what type of  
care your baby is getting. Here’s a  
brief summary of the different levels  
of neonatal care. 

Neonatal intensive care unit (NICU)
This is the level of care for babies  
with the highest need for support. 
Often these babies will have been  
born before 28 weeks’ gestation,  
or be very unwell after birth. 

Local neonatal unit (LNU)
Babies who need a higher level of 
medical and nursing support are  
cared for here. If your baby was or will 
be born between 28 and 32 weeks’ 
gestation you may be transferred to  
an LNU.

Special care baby unit (SCBU, 
sometimes called low dependency)
This is for babies who do not need 
intensive care. Often this will be for 
babies born after 32 weeks’ gestation.
 
Transitional care
This is where you and your baby stay 
together in hospital whilst you and the 
team care for your baby. It means your 
baby is well enough to stay with you, 
either in the postnatal ward or a room 
on the neonatal unit, with support from 
the hospital staff. 

For answers to your questions  
in your first few days on the unit,  
visit bliss.org.uk, or ask staff for  
the booklet About neonatal care.  
You can also order it online at  
shop.bliss.org.uk



Family-centred care checklist 
Tick the ones you’ve done

Feeding your baby

Asking about any help with 
money, like free parking or 
food vouchers  

Asking which family  
members can visit

Creating a memory book

Being involved in talks 
about your baby’s care

Getting emotional support 
for you and your family 
Ask staff about what support 
is available and visit  
bliss.org.uk/your-feelings 

Comforting your baby 
during difficult procedures

Feeling informed 
Visit bliss.org.uk/parents  
for more information

Skin-to-skin with your baby

Watching and learning 
from your baby

Changing your baby’s nappy

Dressing your baby

Washing your baby

How can I be 
involved in care on 
the neonatal unit?
You and your family can be involved in 
caring for your baby on the neonatal 
unit and you should be supported by 
healthcare professionals to do this.  
This is called family-centred care. It  
can help you to connect with your baby, 
feel more confident as a parent and is 
linked to better long-term outcomes for 
babies’ development.

Find out more about  
family-centred care and how  
it can help you and your baby  
by watching our video at  
bliss.org.uk/family-centred-care

You might like to go through this  
checklist with a healthcare professional 
and see what they can help you to do.
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How will I know when my baby is 
ready to go home? 

Robyn: “Different units have different 
criteria for discharging a baby. Some 
may wait until they reach a particular 
gestational age or weight, but this is 
not the case for all units. 

“Your health professionals will be 
looking at a number of things to see if 
your baby is ready, such as if they can 
maintain their own temperature, are 
able to suck feed (either breast-feeding, 
bottle-feeding or combination) and are 
gaining or keeping a steady weight.”

Alison: “How you feel as a parent is 
an important part of the decision. Your 
baby will go home when they are well 
enough to do so and when you feel 
confident and ready to care for them  
at home.”

How do I prepare to go home?

Alison: “In preparation you’ll also need 
to register your baby’s birth. If you are 
married, one of you can register the 
birth, but it is different for unmarried 
parents. Registering the birth needs  
to be done in the register office local  
to the hospital where baby was born. 
Find out more at gov.uk/register-birth.

“Registering with a GP is also important  
to be able to get a prescription for 
special preterm formula or repeat 
prescriptions once your baby is 
discharged. Finally, before you go  
home you will get to room-in (stay  
in the same room with your baby  
and take care of them by yourself).  
This can help you feel more prepared 
for going home.”

What should  
I expect from discharge day?
 
Robyn: “Your health professionals 
should tell you roughly when your  
baby will be ready for discharge  
so you can prepare your home  
and make arrangements. 

Q&A: preparing to  
take your baby home
Discharge co-ordinators Alison and Robyn answer some common 
questions about taking your baby home from the neonatal unit. 

“How you feel as a  
parent is an important 
part of the decision”
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“This may include childcare for  
siblings, ordering a taxi or arranging 
for relatives to take you home. Other 
preparations, such as hearing tests  
and organising medication, will  
ideally be done the day before.”

Alison: “Your baby’s discharge 
summary will also be sent to  
your GP and your health visitor  
will be contacted.”

What should  
I bring on discharge day?   
 
Robyn: “Bring some clothes, a little  
hat and a blanket. If you’re travelling  
by car, you will need to bring a car 
seat. For smaller babies, we would 
advise getting one with inserts. On  
the day, a health professional will  
help you put your baby in the seat  
so they are secure.” 

I’m anxious about caring for my 
baby at home. Who can I speak  
to if I have questions?
 
Alison: “Your health professionals 
should give you some helpful contact 
numbers. You might also like to have 
the number for the unit in case you 
need to ring with questions.”

Robyn: “Some hospitals have  
groups that support with things such as  
breast-feeding, weaning and sleeping. 
Ask the discharge team if your hospital 
has one.”

“Bring some clothes, a hat, 
a blanket and car seat”

Sometimes it can be helpful to 
talk to other parents in a similar 
situation. The Bliss/Netmums 
forum is a message board for 
parents, families or carers of 
babies born premature or sick.
Visit bliss.org.uk/netmums-forum
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Where can I get support?
 
Robyn: “There may be a support  
group in your community or children’s 
centre. You could ask your health visitor 
or community nurse about this.”

Alison: “Everybody needs support,  
so if people offer to help, do take it. 
Friends and family can help with other 
children, cooking and daily chores to 
allow you more time with your baby.”

How can I prepare if my baby is 
going home on oxygen?
 
Robyn: “Contact your home and care 
insurers, and your landlord if you have 
one. A health professional will visit your 
home to work out practical issues such 
as where to store oxygen tanks.”

Alison: “Make sure you have a smoke 
detector that works and remember 
that you don’t have to stay in the 
house. Portable oxygen allows you to 
go outside with your baby and getting 
fresh air can be good for both of you.”

For the full interview, answering 
questions including, ‘what happens  
if my baby becomes ill again?’,  
‘what if one of my babies is ready  
to go home before their sibling?’ 
and ‘what if I am worried about  
my mental health at home?’ visit  
bliss.org.uk/going-home-interview 



Our partnership with the UK’s leading premature and sick baby charity began 
last year and together we have improved the way we provide our services and 
products for parents of premature babies. Mothercare is pleased to announce 
that we have selected Bliss to be our Charity of the Year 2018.

Caroline Lee-Davey, Chief Executive of Bliss said: “We are delighted to have 
been named mothercare’s Charity of the Year for the second consecutive year. 
The funds raised through our partnership with mothercare will help us get closer 
to our goal of ensuring that every single baby born premature  
or sick has the best chance of survival and quality of life”.
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After experiencing the heartbreak of 
being separated from her daughter in 
neonatal care, Susanna was inspired 
to join Bliss’ campaign to keep babies 
and parents together. In this guest blog 
she tells us about her success so far.

My daughter, Amy, was born at 34 
weeks at William Harvey Hospital in 
Ashford, Kent. As soon as she was  
born she was taken to the neonatal 
intensive care unit (NICU) and instead 
of being able to spend those first few 
precious hours with her, my husband 
and I were without our baby. 

We entered a world that was 
completely unknown to us and which 
was totally overwhelming. Amy spent 
her first week in the NICU before being 
moved to the special care unit for a 
further three weeks. 

Once I had been discharged from 
hospital four days after Amy’s birth, 

there was nowhere for me to stay at the 
hospital. There were just two bedrooms 
on the unit that were used for rooming 
in. We had to go home every night, 
leaving our baby with strangers. 

We couldn’t have asked for a better 
team of doctors and nurses to look  
after her, and I knew she was where 
she needed to be, but even so, leaving 
her every night was the hardest thing 
I have ever had to do. It caused me a 
physical pain that I will never forget. If 
someone had told me I could leave my 
right arm there instead of my daughter, 
I think I would have done it! 

Keeping babies  
and parents together 

“I knew she was where 
she needed to be but 
leaving her every night 
was the hardest thing I 
have ever had to do”
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This is why the Bliss campaign for  
more parents to be able to stay with 
their babies in hospital really struck  
a chord with me. 

With Bliss’ support, I wrote to our  
local MP about the facilities at Ashford 
and a few weeks later I got a phone 
call inviting me to discuss how parent 
facilities could be improved. 

Accommodation was the major issue 
for me but we also discussed parking 
charges for parents with babies on 
the unit long term (this has now been 
dramatically reduced). 

After several meetings and negotiations 
we secured a two-bedroom apartment 
on site at the hospital. This has been 
completely refurbished and kitted 
out by the hospital charity and kind 
donations from local businesses. 

In April this year I ran the Brighton 
Marathon and raised almost £2,300 
towards the project which is also being 
funded by Ashford Hospital’s charity 
the League of Friends. 

We are still a way off all parents  
being able to stay with their babies,  
but this is a huge and positive step in  
the right direction. The apartment was 
opened on 17 July and I was absolutely 
delighted that the hospital asked me  
to officially open it.

On a personal level, being involved in 
a campaign and project like this has 
been really cathartic. It has given our 
experience of neonatal care a purpose, 
and I fully intend to continue to work 
with my unit on future projects and  
with Bliss on important campaigns  
like this one. 

Make a difference to babies and 
families in your area and nationally  
by signing up to campaign with us. 
Visit bliss.org.uk/campaign-with-us

“Bliss’ campaign for 
parents to be able to 
stay with their babies  
in hospital struck a 
chord with me”

New bedrooms on the hospital siteSusanna ran the Brighton Marathon



Help with extra  
costs for families  
in Scotland
Following our campaign in Scotland at 
the end of 2017, the Scottish Government 
has launched a fund to help parents  
with the extra cost of having a baby  
in neonatal care. 

We started campaigning on this issue 
after we found that parents in Scotland 
were paying an extra £218 a week as a 
result of having a baby in neonatal care. 
This massive extra cost was a barrier to 
parents being with their babies when 
they needed them most. 

The £1.5 million Neonatal Expenses 
Fund will allow parents or guardians 
with babies in neonatal care in 
Scotland to claim reimbursement for 
food, travel and parking expenses. 

If you, or someone you know, has a 
baby receiving neonatal care in Scotland 
don’t forget to ask about the Neonatal 
Expenses Fund on your unit. 

We know this isn’t just an issue in 
Scotland – if you want to help us 
campaign for change in your area,  
sign up for updates at  
bliss.org.uk/campaign-with-us

Coming soon:  
mental health podcast
We will be creating a new podcast 
focusing on mental health for the 
parents of premature and sick babies. 
Having a neonatal experience can be 
very challenging and impact parents’ 
mental health. Our new podcast will 
explore experiences and signpost to 
information and support. Like us on 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 
(@BlissCharity) and keep an eye  
on bliss.org.uk for updates.

#PrematurityIs 
balancing fear  
and hope
Prematurity is complex. It means 
something different to every baby, 
family and health professional who 
experiences it. 

On World Prematurity Day, 17 November, 
we raise awareness of the 15 million 
babies born early every year around  
the world.

Last year hundreds of people told 
us what prematurity means to them 
using the hashtag #PrematurityIs on 
social media. Here are just a few of the 
inspiring messages we received.

Bliss updates
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#PrematurityIs a rollercoaster. 
Every day a challenge and every day a 
step forward. Our beautiful girl was 14 
weeks early and spent four and a half 
months on the neonatal unit. She turned 
two in September and amazes us every 
day.” – Arlene

#PrematurityIs balancing fear and 
hope. It’s a journey you never forget. 
Everything, the sights, the sounds, 
even the smells stay with you. Most of 
all, every time we look at our girl we 
remember how very lucky and blessed 
we are to have her.” – Emma

#PrematurityIs sticking together as a 
family. Crying together, smiling together, 
having those ‘mini fist pump’ moments 
where your little ones defy the odds 
and achieve things that just days before 
seemed impossible.” – Anonymous

Help us raise awareness of premature 
birth by sharing what #PrematurityIs 
and what it means to you on 
17 November 2018.
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Sometimes babies don’t get enough 
blood or oxygen while they are being 
born. This can result in a condition  
called Hypoxic Ischaemic 
Encephalopathy or HIE. Babies with 
moderate or severe HIE will receive 
cooling treatment, which involves 
lowering their temperature by a  
few degrees for the first three  
days of life to protect their brain.

However, we still don’t know how 
best to provide nutrition to babies  
while they receive this therapy.  
In some neonatal units, babies are 
carefully fed milk (usually breast milk) 
through a tube into their stomach  

How your baby 
makes a difference 
every day 
Every year more than 100,000 babies 
are cared for on neonatal units in the 
UK – that’s one in eight babies. Every 
day a baby is on a neonatal unit, 
information about them is recorded by 
medical staff and used by the doctors 
and nurses looking after them. 

This information flows into the National 
Neonatal Research Database where it 
is used to improve care for babies in 
the future through research (like in the 
example opposite) and by checking to 
see if care matches up to 
expected standards.

Information that would identify a baby 
is not shared. Researchers and project 
teams must get approval from an NHS 
research ethics committee to access 
the data.

Bliss has been involved in the 
development of the database and we 
are part of the team that oversees it 
and makes sure it holds information 
that is important to parents, and is 
used in a way that parents are happy 
with. We also work with researchers 
who use the information in the 
database for projects like the one 
described on this page.

Research case 
study: feeding 
while cooling
By Ella Selby, mother to James, who 
received cooling therapy, and Dr Chris Gale
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when they are cooled, while other 
neonatal units don’t feed babies  
at all during cooling. Some neonatal 
units give babies fats, proteins and 
sugars through their veins using a 
treatment called parenteral nutrition, 
while other units only give babies 
intravenous (through their veins)  
sugars and water. 

At the moment we don’t know which  
one of these is best for babies.

This research study, led by a team at 
Imperial College London and Chelsea 
and Westminster Hospital, and 
supported by Bliss, aims to use the 
database to work out the best approach 
to nutrition for babies who need cooling 
treatment. This research is funded by  

the National Institute for Health 
Research’s Health Technology 
Assessment (NIHR HTA) Programme.

This study will use information that is 
held in the database to look at what 
happened to babies who needed cooling 
therapy between 2008 and 2016 in 
England, Scotland and Wales, depending 
on what kind of nutrition they received. 
Using information in the database 
means that we are able to do research 
like this, which would otherwise be too 
difficult and expensive. 

Bliss is involved in over £10.1 million 
worth of neonatal research, including 
this project. In 2017 we created a fund 
to support more neonatal research.  
To help us please donate at  
bliss.org.uk/research-appeal

“We are able to do 
research which would 
otherwise be too  
difficult and expensive” You can find additional information 

about HIE and NEC at bliss.org.uk



Do something amazing
Our supporters never fail to amaze us with their passion and creativity. They are united 
by one common aim – to help Bliss support more babies in neonatal care. Take a look 
at what they have been up to and how you could help raise vital funds and support 
our work for premature and sick babies.

Friends and family came together to 
walk in memory of Gracie and in  
honour of her baby sister,  
Alanah-Faith. Both were born 
premature. Gracie’s Gang raised nearly 
£3,000 taking on the Mighty Stride at 
the Glasgow Kiltwalk.

“We have done four bake sales in 
the lead up to my 29-weeker’s first 
birthday! We were thrilled to have 
made a massive £1,000” Jane

“The Christmas raffle went really well! 
We raised £190! I also met lots of 
parents who had premature or sick 
babies” Sophie 

Festive fundraising

Kiltwalk

Bake for Bliss
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What could you do? 
Visit bliss.org.uk/events to see all our events and to find yours.

“My son Elliott saw the Bliss/Pampers 
advert on TV and said that he wanted 
to sell his unwanted toys to help raise 
money. He raised £55 from his indoor 
boot fair – which as you can see he was 
very pleased about! As his mum I am so 
very proud of him and I know the rest of 
the family feel the same” Vanessa

“To the poorly babies. My name 
is Lydia and I am five. I asked my 
friends at school to help me collect 
some pennies for you so you can feel 
better. Here are my pennies for you. 
Get well soon” Lydia 

Family fundraising

Family fundraising

Get involved The Little Bliss Parent Panel meets twice a year 

There’s more than one way to get 
involved with Bliss. You could also 
use your experience of neonatal care 
to influence and improve Little Bliss 
magazine. Every issue of Little Bliss is 
reviewed by parents whose feedback 
and content ideas shape future issues. If 
you’re interested in joining the panel visit 
bliss.org.uk/little-bliss to find out more.

We want to say a huge thank you to 
Sarah Woods, Georgia Melbourne, 
Rachel Cooke, Melissa Dixon, Yvonne 
Burton, Katherine Cane, Nisha Caussy, 
Gemma Lovegrove, Hannah Cowan, 
Natalie Thomas, Danny McIntosh, 
Gemma Avers, Karen Elliot, Ashleigh 
Cobley and Sarah-Jayne Lumley, who 
are stepping down from the panel after 
completing their three-year term. 



If your baby is on a neonatal unit, you’re not alone. Find practical information,  
emotional support and a community of families with a neonatal experience at  
bliss.org.uk

Join the family

Join the family, search Blisscharity


